The north-south Qatar-Kazerun fault, with an estimated 450-km length, is a fault with lithic basement. It is mostly covered by young Quaternary alluvium, which has led to obscurities of rock structure and fractures. As residential areas (such as Nour-Abad, Khumeh Zar, Qaemiyeh and Kamaraj) are mainly placed on plains covered by Quaternary alluvium, telemetry methods, especially structural analyses based on satellite images, which are nowadays regarded as good complements to field studies. That is why many satellites are recently launched for different scientific objectives. Landsat is one of these research satellites; it is for long helping scientists in different fields of natural sciences. The present paper enjoys the latest information obtained through Landsat 8. Using several image reproducing operations and assistant software, it draws a new structure for the area and presents it for further analysis and interpretation.
Introduction
In general, remote sensing can be called acquiring information technology and land imaging using aeronautical equipment such as aircraft or space equipment such as satellites [1] [2] . Nowadays, remote sensing technology and satellite images are used in various fields such as fault detection, mine exploration, petrology and mapping [3] [4] . The required data is collected by a sensor. After an analysis, the collected data is integrated with other layers of information in GIS system. The integrated data is prepared for the user. In this stage, the integrated data is interpreted by using various methods. In addition to data interpretation, images are interpreted to identify various phenomena with regard to their importance.
Materials and Methods
A scene of the study area is required in order to use Landsat satellite images. Each scene is determined with a path and a row. The study zone was located in the north and north-western city of Shiraz (Figure 1) . As a case, this research selected Iran's Zagros zone. This region due to the geological dynamics is considered by many geologists [5] . In this regard, the framework of Haji Abad was selected as a case study because of its convenient location for structural and fault analysis. The first stage in image processing is called pre-processing, which should be done before processing operations. Given that remote sensing data is mainly used as a background for other information embedded in the map, remote sensing data significantly shows surface of the earth with sufficient accuracy [6] . In other words, spectral ratios of the image should be close to the truth.
Usually, raster images are stored as raw images with geometric errors. Geometrically corrected images are needed for accurate coordinates, area and measurements [7] .
Geometric correction of satellite images resolve errors and distortions in the image such as changes in height and speed of the satellite, displacement in terms of height and lowness and other factors, which are cited in the following.
The purpose of processing images lies in clarifying geographical data in digital images in order to extract certain information for the user. A digital image is stored in a two-dimensional array by small limited areas, which are called pixels [8] [9] .
Each pixel spatially coincides with an area on surface of the Earth. This orderly network structure is called raster. Digital data are generally in raster from, which are stored in horizontal and vertical rows. Each pixel in the raster image is a numerical value, which is called digital number (DN). In satellite images such as Landsat, DN represents intensity of the reflected energy in the visible spectrum, infrared or other electromagnetic rays. Mathematical transformations on digital numbers with ER Mapper software are used to extract and interpret digital data. This technique is impossible in manual interpretations. For this purpose, image processing has become an interpretation tool for various fields of Geoscience [9] [10] .
One scene of digital data and ETM Landsat satellite were used for structural analysis. Images should be corrected using control points when precise coordinates, areas and measurements are needed. Here tectonic maps of Iran are used as a reference. Basic geometric corrections were made in compliance with image registration. Geological and tectonic maps of the area were digitized using ArcGIS software in order to adapt the maps with satellite images. The prepared images were processed. In this regard, ER-Mapper software was used due to different applications as well as easier and more accurate processing. This section briefly discusses the techniques used in this study.
Satellite Image Processing
Three methods were used to detect fracture lines in satellite images as follows: a) Detection of displacement in layers and sudden changes in lithologic boundaries; b) A review of direct valleys as fracture zones; c) A review of fault bluff or dikes [9] [11]. In this section, remote sensing techniques were used for better visibility and drawing fracture lines using unique methods.
The Techniques Used in This Study
 The techniques used in this project are as follows:  Using band ratios to eliminate the effects of topography and shadows;  Color combination of RGB images to separate rock units based on color;  Apply fusion in order to increase the spatial resolution;  NDVI Vegetation to highlight begetation in the area;  Apply Sunangle, Highpass and Edges filters to detect fractures lines, borders and sharp edges;  Using DEM images for better visibility of valleys by the created shadows;  Principal component analysis (PCA) in order to focus the data relevant to multiple bands in one band for better visibility from sharp edges;  Band ratio to observe minerals and other complications associated with the fault.
In this section, the techniques used in this project are discussed.
Result and Discussion

Using Band Ratio
This technique is used for distinguishing various phenomena by the differences in absorption and reflection of light in different phenomena (Figure 2) . Eliminating the effect of topography and shadows can be cited among advantages of this method, which can be applied on two image types: A. On grayscale images; B. On RGB color images. Grayscale images relevant to the above phenomenon are brighter due to maximum reflection and absorption properties compared to other image types. For example, vegetation and rocks in hydrothermal alteration appear brighter than other areas in grayscale images with 6/7 ratio.
Color Combination of RGB Images
Retina in human eyes is composed of a large number of rod and cone cells. The rod cells are sensitive to light and cone cells are sensitive to three primary colors of red, green and blue. In fact, the cone cells are commonly sensitive to a part of the electromagnetic rays. In color images, each phenomenon is assigned to one of the three primary colors. Each color represents a phenomenon in the image. The images were displayed in RGB space in order to separate phenomena (vegetation, rocks with hydrothermal alteration) from each other (Figure 3) . In general, phenomena are clarified better and are interpreted easier using color images compared to black and white images. In fact, RGB false color images (red-green-blue) is one of the most common approaches in processing satellite data [12] . A color image is constructed by a combination of three different bands and assigning each one of the three primary colors to one band. The band combination of RGB = 432 shows true color in nature, which is called true color composite. Any other combination except RGB = 432 is called false color composite [13] .
Since three bands are needed to construct an RGB image, it should be considered how many unique combination modes are possible using 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and 11 bands.
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n is the number of total bands; r is the number of applied bands. Then, 56 combination modes are possible by inserting the numbers in the formula. However, more information is needed to select the best combination among possible ones. Thereby, statistical parameters should be used.
Optimum Index Factor (OIF) should be used to calculate statistical parameters of the images [10] [14] . In this parameter, sum of standard deviations of k bands are calculated with respect to sum of correlation matrix. Accordingly, three bands with the greatest information and the least share are determined. At the end, combination band = 457 was selected as the optimum combination (Figure 4) .
Abs (rj) = correlation matrix value.
Applying Fusion
Fusion integration of ordinary images with panchromatic images or any other image improves spatial resolution. At this stage, RGB images were converted into HSI. The band with high special resolution was replaced with intensity. As shown in Figure 5 , the image is retransferred from HSI space to RGB space. Then, panchromatic band or the eight bands was applied to the Landsat satellite images in order to reduce spatial resolution from 30 m to 15 m. This improved spatial resolution of satellite images. RGB = 345 was one of the best virtual color combinations used to more clearly identify the faults and geological units.
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is one of the oldest and most widely used vegetation indexes. 
Principal Component Analysis
PCA is an important method in phenomena clarification. Usually, different bands of satellite images are highly correlated, which leads to repetition of some pieces of information. PCA is a reducing method for the repeated information and intruding phenomena such as shadows, topographic effects, and solar radiation angle. Indeed, by reducing the overlapping between data from different bands on a multi-dimensional space, PCA helps to clarify particular phenomena. In this method, information from strongly correlated bands is focused in a band with high variance. Principal components are obtained through calculation of standard deviation, variance, and covariance. PCA is a linear transformation through which coordinate axes of multi-dimensional space are turned such that the first axis is the maximum variance and the next, perpendicular to the first one, shows the remaining variance. Through this, from the n bands taking part in the transformation, n new PC bands which are not highly correlated are produced. Using the corresponding analysis matrices, it is revealed that PC1 has the largest amount of information, other PCs following it correspondingly. The proper PC for a particular phenomenon can be specified with regard to the spectral behavior of the phenomenon, the maximum reflection and absorption of the phenomenon among different bands, and information from correlation matrix. PCA is one of the distinguished methods in analysis of telemetry images. Different objectives are pursued here, among which are: reduction of data dimensions, discovering the changes in images with different temporal conditions, and clarification of particular phenomena. In this method, data or image bands are put in a new space, and new components replace the former components and bands. In the new space, each new component is a linear combination of the former bands according to the following relation. Correlations are eliminated, and independent bands are produced (Figure 7 ):
where Pc k is the k th component, wi is the special vector, and DNi is the light of the i th band.
Band Ratio
Band ratio is one of the commonly-used methods in image processing. It increases or decreases some particular noises and, by removing topographic effects and shadows, clarifies the borders (Figure 8) . That is why band ratio is used in rock unit separation as well as in rock specification [16] . 
Filtering and Use of DEM Images
Filtering is a type of changing spectral values; each pixel value would be, therefore, different from that of the neighboring one, thus creating different contrast when compared with the main image. A filtered matrix has odd number of cells (regarding the fact that a pixel must be at the center). With respect to the particular application, numerical value of the central cell is changed considering its neighboring cells. Administering sun-shading technique on DEM images is, also, a method in topography specification of an area. Using this technique, sunlight can be radiated onto the images in the desired direction, and the resulting shadows are later investigated. Filtering can be in 3 * 3, 5 * 5, or 7 * 7 dimensions. The more the filter dimensions, the more the speed and the less the accuracy of filtering. Filtering is an important tool in gaining better vision of an area and detection of effects (Figures 9-11) . Different filters used in this section and explained in the following are as follows: high-pass filters, edge detector filters, and sun-angle filters. High-pass filters are detectors of edges. They only allow passage of gray pixels with high frequency. These filters just detect the edges and do not fade out other effects [17] . Edge detector filters, as their name suggests, detect edges such as structural lineaments, roads, and rivers, and are of significance in structural geology in detection of fault lineaments [18] . Sun-angle filters, finally, are among simple yet effective techniques in detection of sharp edges and borders such as fault lines and joints [19] .
Three-Dimensional Image of the Area
Digital elevation model (DEM) can help us produce a three-dimensional view of the area. Here, the most practical data are STRM-sensor images, the same images which are used in the present paper (Figures 12-14) . Also, through ER Mapper, three-dimensional image of the area was produced for different RGBs. Images reveal that the northern part of the study site has more topography than the southern one.
Conclusions
Using the mentioned images including the image with RGB = 457, the gray-scale one, the filtered images, uni-band image of PC1, DEM images with oriented shadows and images with specified band ratios, tectonic lineaments of the area were drawn. In order to produce the structural fractures map, the final map was drawn on the image with RGB = 457 as the optimal combination (Figure 15, Figure 16 ). Due to the above discussions and results: 1) In telemetry studies using ER-Mapper, Sharpen 5 * 5 Ker. and DEM are the best filters in representation of the fault; 15.19m i Figure 16 . Detected faults at the study site on cross section AB.
2) The extracted fault, as studied through telemetry methods, has a procedure alike to that of Kazerun faults with an almost parallel north-south direction;
3) Major and minor structural fractures map (provided by Iranian National Oil Company based on satellite and Landsat images, Kazerun fault 1 and 2) is shown for RGB = 457 (Figure 16 ).
